Professional Attire

Suit
- Black, navy, or dark grey
- Full, long-sleeved blazer with skirt, structured dress, or slacks
- Blazer should be same material of skirt, dress, or slacks
- Lower button on men’s style blazer should be unbuttoned
- Belt should be worn with men’s style suit and match shoes
- Tailored fit; not too tight or baggy
- Skirts & dresses should be knee length
- Ironed, crisp & dry-cleaned

Shirt & Ties
- Shirts – Neutral, solid colors (white or pastels)
- Long-sleeve collared shirt or blouse
- Avoid low-cut blouses
- Ties – silk or silk-like material; conservative color; solid or simple repetitive pattern; should reach belt buckle

Hair & Makeup
- Clean & groomed (including any facial hair)
- Natural color; no extreme dyes
- Styled so that hair does not fall in face
- Nails should be conservative length, neutral or no polish
- Makeup should be minimal & natural

Accessories
- Minimal & simple
- Gold, silver, pearls
- Watches, wedding rings, ear studs
- Earlobes only for piercings

Shoes
- Leather or leather simulated
- Women’s style shoes should be close-toed dark colored flats or heels (3-inch max)
- Men’s style shoes should be black or brown, laced, polished, & match belt
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